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ABSTRACT 

The canonical quantization formalism is applied to the Lagrange density of 
chromodynamics in a general covariant gauge. The physical states are 
characterized by their BRS-invariance. We develop the quantum theory 
of the interacting fields in the Dirac picture, based on the Gell-Mann 
and Low Theorem and the Dyson expansion of the time evolution operator. 
Subsequently, confinement is introduced phenomenologically by imposing, on 
the quark, gluon and ghost field operators, the linear boundary conditions 
of the M.I.T. bag model at the surface of a spherically symmetric and 
static cavity. Based on this formalism, we calculate, in the Feynman 
gauge, all non-divergent Feynman diagrams of second order in the strong 
coupling constant g. Explicit values of the matrix elements are given 
for low-lying quark and gluon cavity modes. 
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2. THE CLASSICAL THEORY 

2.1 Basics 

In order to establish the notation, let us start with a brief 
introduction to chromodynamics, the classical field theory that is 
based on the nonabelian gauge group SU{3)colour· This renormalizable 

field theory can be derived from the locally gauge invariant Lagrange 
density 2 

l.oco = ~{iy o~- M)l/J- 1/4 F' -F'~v 
~ ~\) . 

The interactions between quarks and gluons are determined by the 
covariant derivative which depends on the strong coupling constant g 

and the gluon self-interaction originates from the term containing the 
chromoelectromagnetic field F~v which can be expressed in terms of the 
real gluon fields A~ as 

The antisymmetric field strength tensor F~v and the covariant derivative 
D~ are connected by the Bianchi identity 

In eqs. {2.1) to {2.4) we have made use of the eight-dimensional scalar 
and vector products operating in the colour space of the gluons 

and 

{A x B) a = 
8 

L fabb 1 AbBb 1 

b,b 1 =1 

respectively. The indices a, b and b1 describe the eight colour degrees 
of freedom of the gluon, the fabbl being the structure constants of 

SU{3)col , and the A denote the eight Gell-Mann matrices. our a 

( 2 .1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 
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The symbol ~ denotes a large column consisting of the complex quark 

fields ~ f , where the labels c, f and a stand for the various colour c a 
(c = 1,2,3), flavour (f = 1, ... ,6) and Dirac (a= 1 ,2,3,4) indices. The 
mass matrix M is diagonal in these labels and depends only on the flavour 
label of the quarks i.e. 

where mf is the mass of the quark with flavour f. 

( 2. 7) 

The Lagrange density (2.1) is invariant under the following local gauge 
transformation of the fields ~(x) and A~(x): 

~(x) -+ ~·(x) = U(x)~(x) 

(2.8) 

where U(x) is a SU(3)colour-matrix (3 x 3 matrix with u- 1(x) = u+(xL 

det U(x) = 1) which can be chosen differently at different space-time points. 

2.2 Gauge Fixing and BRS-Invariance 

Our aim will be to quantize the classical theory of chromodynamics. 

It is, however, well known, that the Lagrange density (2.1) is not suitable 
for quantization. This is related to the gauge freedom (2.8) as can be 
seen either in the path integral formalism or, in the case of canonical 
quantization, by the vanishing of the conjugate momentum rr0 of A0

• 

The gauge invariance (2.8) of the Lagrange density (2.1) has to be violated. 
We use the standard approach and add to (2.1) the so-called covariant gauge 
fixing term 

(2.9) 

Here, A is a real parameter characterising the gauge. 

We now want to find a substitute for the broken local gauge invariance. 
This will turn out to be the so-called Becchi-Rouet-Stora (BRS) invariance; 1 ' 12 

which is usually introduced with the help of path integrals. The following 
derivation may seem more explicit. 

+ 

Under a local gauge transformation with U(x) = exp[-iE~··~(x)] where E 
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2.3 The Lagrange and the Hamilton densities 

Let us adopt as the new Lagrange density, J:, the following one that 
differs from (2.14) by a four divergence 

The BRS-transformation of the fields, which we have found to be12 

0 t. 
e: ~ 

0 <:i e: 

.. 
oe:x 

= 

= 

changes l.. by 

i .. .. . e: w X W 

• J. a A~ , e: -
g ~ 

thus leaving the action invariant. 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

The BRS-invariance of the action replaces the violated local gauge invariance. 
Even though it is a global symmetry (e: is space-time independent), it is 
sufficient to guarantee the validity of the Ward-Slavnov-Taylor identities 7

'
8 

that are necessary for the renormalisability9-u. of the corresponding quantum .. .. 
theory. The BRS parameter e: and the Faddeev-Popov ghost fields w and x 
are Grassmann numbers 

(2.24) 

.. 
Further, they commute with the real gluon fields A~ and anticommute with the 
quark fields 1/J. 

The factor i multiplying the ghost term in (2.21) ensures that the 
Lagrange density ~ is real in the classical theory (corresponding to a 
hermitean Lagrangean in the quantum theory), if we use the convention13 
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W * -a - wa ' X * = X a a 

i.e. wa and Xa are real Grassmann-numbers. For consistency of the BRS
transformation with this hermicity assignement, the parameter £ in (2.22) 
is required to be an imaginary Grassmann-number 

£* = -£ 

= w *£* a = £W • a 

An important property of the BRS-transformation, worth noticing already at 
this stage, is its nilpotency. Using the relations (2.22), it is easily 
verified that for any field ¢ 

0£ ( 0 ¢) = 0 ' 
1 £2 

even though the product £1£2 does not vanish in general (£1 ~ £2). 

The Lagrange density (2.21) can be separated in a g-independent or 
"free" part which describes the "free" quark, gluon and ghost fields 

withal-!= all- a'~-~, and a g-dependent or 11 interaction part 

-+ 

J:int(¢i,alJ¢i) = g~l-1 ~·All- ig(a'~-~Av- aVA'~-~)·(Al-1 x Av) 

- 1/4 g2 (A'~-~ X Av).(A X A) - ig(a x)·(A'~-~ X~) lJ \) lJ 

which describes the 2-quark-1-gluon, 3-gluon, 4-gluon and 2-ghost-1-gluon 
couplings, respectively. 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

(2 .27) 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

By applying the Euler-Lagrange equations to the Lagrange density (2.21) 
we readily arrive at the Dirac equations for the quark fields 

(iy o'~-~ - M)w = o 
lJ 

(2.30) 
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and for the corresponding field equations for the gluon field we obtain 

where the last two terms originate from the gauge fixing and ghost terms, 
respectively. By varying the Lagrange density (2.21) with respect to the 
ghost fields, we arrive at the field equations for the ghost fields 

(2.31) 

d ~~~ = 0 (2.32) 
~ 

~ d~ = 0 • (2.33) 
~ 

In order to write down the Hamilton density, we need to evaluate the 
conjugate momenta of the interacting quark, gluon and ghost fields. 
For the quark fields we readily obtain 

aL . + 
TI = = ~ . 

aljJ 

- a f.. i -+ 
TI = = - I 1/J . 

aijj 

and for the gluon fields we arrive at 

rrk = a f.. = Fko k = 1,2,3 
aAk 

no a .e. = ->.a Av = . 
aA

0 

\) 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

Thus, as we mentioned earlier, without the gauge fixing term present in the 
Lagrange density (2.21), the zeroth component of the canonical conjugate 
momentum would vanish and eventually lead to an ill-defined Hamilton density. 
The canonical conjugate momenta of the ghost fields are given by 

x = a.e. = 

~ 
• 0\-+ _, ~ w 

0 

. 
n = ~ = ix 

aw 

The positive sign in the last equation results from the anticommuting 

(2.36) 
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character of the Grassmann fields wa and Xa and the definition of the 
derivative with respect to a Grassmann field. The dependence of the 
conjugate momenta on the coupling constant g in eqs. (2.35) and (2.36) 
arises from the derivative couplings in the original Lagrange density 
and is often a major source of confusion. 

We now turn to the evaluation of the Hamilton density which is 
defined as 

a!; • a.e. • a;:_ ..;. a.e_ .;. a£.. -R. = ~ + F. + A • - + X·- + w 0 '-r - i.. . 
aljJ diP ~ at~ a~ a~ 

(2.37) 

~is a function of the fields, the spatial derivatives and the corresponding 
canonical momenta; it does not depend on the time derivatives of the fields 
any more. We must thus replace all time derivatives of the fields by the 
corresponding canonical momenta, some of which will depend on the strong 
coupling constant g. The Hamilton density can now be split in a part that 
does not depend on the coupling constant g explicitly 

~o = ~ ({ykak+ M)1JJ + {(akAt - ae"Ak).(akt - ae"Jtk) + irrk-rrk 

_Lno -;tO -;tk -t-o -+O -t-k ·-+ 7: • -+ -+ 
- 2X"• •11 + 11 •ak"' - II •ak"' - 1st•.X. - 1()kX"akw , 

and an interaction term which depends linearly and quadratically on the 
coupling constant g 

t ~int = -g~~ tp-1t~ 

-ig(akJ.i - ai"Jtk).('Jtk x ~) - grrk·(~ x ~) 

+ { g2 (Ak X Ai)·(Ak X Ai) 

The various terms in eq.(2.39) describe the 2-quark-1-gluon-, 3-gluon-, 
4-gluon- and 2-ghost-1-gluon-interactions, respectively. Note that, due 
to the derivative couplings in the Lagrange density (2.29), j(_. t differs 

1n 
from -lint' and we have 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 



(a) 

FIGURE 1 
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~ rx 
( b} (c) ( d} 

The vertices describing the emission (or absorption) of a gluon by 
(a) a quark, (b) a ghost and (c) a gluon and (d) the four-gluon vertex. 
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2.4 Conserved Currents 

Let us now shortly discuss· some'of the invariances and conservation 
laws of the theory given by the Lagrange density (2.21). The usual (abelian) 
phase transformation of the quark fields alone leads to the conserved Noether 
current 

a J·ll = o 
ll Q • 

thus ensuring the conservation of the quark number. The colour carrying 
quark current, however, is not conserved; instead it is covariantly (in the 
sense of the gauge group) conserved 

The nonconservation of~~ reflects the fact that quarks are not the only 
colour carrying particles of the theory. 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 

Even though the Lagrangean (2.21) is not invariant under a local gauge 
transformation, a global (space-time independent) gauge transformation is 
still a good symmetry of the theory. The corresponding Noether current reads 

a jll = o 
ll c • 

and leads to colour-conservation. As we have demonstrated above, the BRS 
transformation leaves the action of chromodynamics invariant. Taking due 
care of eq.(2.23), the associated current is easily found to be 

Here, we have omitted a term of the form a (~.rllv) which is conserved by 
v 

itself and does not contribute to the charge upon integration~ 0 The result-
ing conserved_ charge Q8 

~ 

Q d3 Jo ·1 d3 {+ r91 +k + t. ~ + +J 1·"*x .*D} B = f X .S = X w• L"'1<11 + gl.J; ~ + 2 grt X W - Jl 

is a real Grassmann number and will be called the BRS-charge. It will have 
a very important function in the quantized theory. 

(2.43) 

(2.45) 
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At last, the Lagrangean (2.21) possesses a symmetry transformation which 
involves the ghost fields~ and x only and is similar to the abelian phase 
transformation of the quark fields. Of course, since the ghost fields are 
real (Grassmann) numbers, we are not allowed to perform a complex phase 
transformation with them. However, the following scale transformation is 
admisible13 

-+ 0+ -+ -0+ w -+ e w , x -+ e x , (2.46) 

where e is a real, space-time independent c-number. As a consequence, we find 

(2.47) 

giving rise to the conservation of the ghost number 

(2.48) 
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3. THE QUANTIZED THEORY 

3.1 Canonical Quantisation 

In the preceding section, we have developed a Hamiltonian formulation 
of chromodynamics which is suitable for the quantization of the theory. 
Rather than relying on the usual path integral methods, we want to apply 
the canonical quantization formalism to the Hamilton densities ~ and 
~int as given in eqs. (2.38) and (2.39). We thus impose the equal time 
anticommutation and commutation relations for the quark and the hermitean 
gluon field operators, respectively. 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

The hermitean ghost field operators must satisfy anticommutation relations, 
since they are described in the classical theory by real anticommuting colour 
octet and spin zero Grassmann fields 

{wa(~,t), nb(~,t)} = -ioabo( 3 )(~-~) 

{xa(~,t), Xb(~,t)} = -ioabo( 3 )(~-~) 

Here it is understood that all commutators of the gluon field operators, 
all anticommutators of the quark and ghost field operators and all 
commutators involving two different types of field operators, which have 
not been written down explicitly, vanish. 

As a consistency check, we can evaluate the commutation relations of 
the field operators and the corresponding canonical momenta with the 
Hamilton operator defined as 

Here ~ (x,t) and~. t(x,t) are formally given by (2.38) and (2.39) but 
~ ~ 1n ~ 

now the fields must be interpreted as field operators. If the 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

quantization rules are correct, these commutators and anticommutators must 
yield Heisenberg equations of motion that are equivalent to the Euler-Lagrange 
equations for the field operators. Indeed, using the anticommutation relations 
(3.1), the commutators for the quark field operators turn out to be 
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[~,H] = yo(-iykak~ + ~ - gy~A~·i ~) = i~ 

+ - k - - ~7 t ·+ 
[~ ,H] = -iak~ - ~M + g~ A~·~ = i~ 

which are equivalent to the Dirac equations (2.30). Based on the 
commutation relations for the gluon field operators (3.2), we arrive at 

[A<> ,HJ = i ( -akAk - ±no) = iio 

[Ak,H] = i(-rrk - akt.D + gAk X ft.O) = iik 

consistent with the definition of the canonical conjugate momenta (2.35)~ 

Moreover, the commutators of the canonical momenta with H yield 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

rrro , H 1 = H - ~ krrk + g~ o % ~ + gn x i:i > = i io ( 3 • 1 o) 

[rrk,H] = i(~l,kl + akrro- gAD X rrk + g~k ~- ig(akx) X i:i) = i~k (3.11) 

which are equivalent to the field equations for the gluons as given in 
eqs.(2.31). Finally, using the anticommutators (3.3) and (3.4), the 
ghost field operators are easily shown to satisfy 

• 
[£:i, H J 

+. i gA<> X £:j .-+ = -X - = 1W 

• 
[x,HJ Q . -+ = = 1X 

consistent with the definition of the canonical conjugate momenta (2.36). 
Similarly, the commutators of the canonical momenta with the Hamilton 
operator turn out to be 

. 
rn.HJ = = in 

[-+X H] 01 k-+ .+-X. , = -akou w = , 

which are equivalent to the field equations for the ghosts as given in eqs. 
(2.32) and (2.33). 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

The BRS-transformation (2.22) can be realized, in the quantized theory, 
with the help of the corresponding generator: the BRS-charge, eq.(2.45). 
Using the canonical commutation and anticommutation relations (3.1) to (3.4), 
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we can show that 

for any field operator 0. Of course, cEO is given by eqs.(2.22). Note 
that E anticommutes with the operators ~'~ and X· 
In analogy with the decomposition of the Hamiltonian (3.5), let us separate 
Q8 into 

Here, Q
0
(t) is independent of the strong coupling constant g 

and Qi(t) is proportional tog: 

Q
1 

(t) = g fd3 x~{Ak x trk +~+~+in x ~J· 

The nilpotency (2.27) of the BRS-transformation is now reflected in the 
anti commutators 

{Q
0
(t), ~ (t)} = 0 

i{ 0 ( t) ' Q ( t)} = Q 2 ( t) = 0 
l l l 

= Q 2 
B = 0 

whereas the commutators with the Hamiltonians 

[Qo(t) ,Hint(t)] = -[Ql (t) ,Ho(t)] 

[Ql (t) ,Hint(t)] = 0 

assure the BRS-invariance of the Hamilton operator (3.5). 

Evaluating the commutators of the ghost number operator QGh' eg.(2.48), 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 
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with the various field operators, we find that the only nonvanishing results 

are given by 

[QGh ,~] 
.-+ 

[QGh ,xJ .-+ 
= 1W = -1X 

[QGh ,nJ -in [QGh ,X] 
.-+ (3.22) = = 1X. 

As a consequence, the eigenvalues of the hermitean operator QGh will turn 
out to be purely imaginary. This rather strange fact is related to the 
indefinite metric of the Fock space. We will comment on this in section 3.3. 
The equations (3.22) imply that the fields ~ and X carry ghost number 

NGh = -iQGh = 1 while x and Q carry ghost number NGh = -iQGh = -1. 
In this notation, the BRS charge has ghost number NGh = 1 

= iQ ( t) 
1 

and the Hamilton operator satisfies NGh = 0 

due to the conservation of the ghost number. 

3.2 The Interaction Picture 

With the quantization, the fields have become operators in the Heisen
berg picture which satisfy the Heisenberg equations of motion with the full 
Hamilton operator H in the commutator, i.e. 

i ~t 0(~, t) = [0(~, t), H] . 

The state vectors that define the Fock space in which the operators act are 
time independent in the Heisenberg picture 

i -k ll/J) = o. 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

It is useful to transform all the state vectors and the field operators into 
the interaction or Dirac picture using a unitary transformation U(t) in the 
Fock space. This transformation satisfies the differential equation 

i ~ U(t) = U(t) H. (t). 1nt (3 .27) 
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Contrary to the unitary transformation U(t), the time evolution operator 
acts completely in the Dirac picture. Using the time independence of the 
Heisenberg state vectors (3.26) and eq.(3.28), we arrive at 

justifying the name 11 time evolution operator .. for U(t,t
0

). Of course, 
eqs.(3.44) and (3.42) lead together to the Schrodinger equation (3.31). 
The full quantum theory is now contained in the operator U(t,t

0
). 

The solution of the differential equation (3.42) with the initial 
condition (3.43) is given by Dyson•s expansion in terms of n-dimensional 
integrals which involve timeordered T-products of Hfnt(t) 

(3.44) 

UE(t,t
0

) = {:_ (-i)n J dt1 ••• J dtnT(H~nt(t 1 ) ..• H~nt(tn)). (3.45) 
n=O n! to to 

Here we have introduced the usual adiabatic switching on of the interaction 

where E is a small positive quantity which makes it possible to study the 
limits of U(t,t

0
) for t,t ~ + oo, as well. 

0 -

We now want to determine the eigenstates and eigenvalues of the full 
Hamilton operator 

" Let l~k) be a complete ~nd orthonormal set of eigenvectors of the non-
interacting Hamiltonian H0 in the Dirac picture, Ek (D) being the eigen
values, i.e. 

If the state vector given by 
E " 

" U {Q,-oo) ~~k> 
j\fk) = lim 

E~ ( ¢k IUE{Q,-oo) I ¢k) 

exists to all orders, then, due to the Gell-Mann and Low theorem14 

l~k) is an eigenstate of the full Hamilton operator H(O) with the 
energy Ek, i.e. 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 

(3.48) 

(3.49) 
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/\. A A A 

= ( Ho + H; n t ( 0 > ) I \l' k > = E k I \l' k > 
A 

Multiplying this equation with (¢kl from the left, and using the 
hermiticity property of H0, we immediately obtain 

( o > _ < ¢k I Hint ( 0 > I~ k > 
Ek - Ek - A A 

(¢kl\}'k> 

for the difference of the energy eigenvalues in the interacting and 
noninteracting systems, respectively. Moreover, introducing the 
eigenvectors (3.49) we easily arrive at 

A A A 

( ¢kJHint(O)Ue:(O,-oo) J¢k) 

( ¢kJ UE(O,-oo) ~~k) 

Similarly, we can expand the eigenvectors of the interacting system 
in terms of the eigenstates of the noninteracting system, i.e. 

A oo <. ¢ e l uE ( o , -oo > I ¢ k > A 

l\l'k) = lim ~ A A J¢e) 
e:-+0 t=O (¢kjUE(O,-oo)J¢k) 

which also follows from eq.(3.49). Finally, using Dyson's expansion (3.45) 
we can readily write down the energy shifts due to the interaction as 

( 0) oo (-i)n 
Ek - El< = 1 i m 2::_ 

t.:-+0 n=O n! 

0 0 
J dt1 ••• J dtn 
-oo -oo 

where, for convenience, H~nt(O) has been placed inside the timeorder~d 
T-product. The Wick decomposition of eq.(3.49) will eventually lead 
to an expansion in terms of Feynman diagrams in coordinate space. If 
we restrict this sum to the so-called connected diagrams, the denominator 
which was present in eq.(3.52) must be omitted. 

3.3 The Physical States 

It is well known that covariant canonical quantisation of gauge 
fields inevitably leads to a Fock space V with indefinite metric. This 
is most easily seen by realizing that, in a symbolic notation, the 
corrmutator 

(3.50) 

(3.51) 

(3.52) 

(3.53) 

(3.54) 

(3.55) 
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Based mainly on the algebra 

(3.60) 

Vp can be shown to be positive semi-definite. 

Of course, any state vector 1~·> that can be expressed as 

(3.61) 

with an arbitrary I~> trivially satisfies the physicality condition (3.59) 
due to the nilpotency of· the BRS-charge. However it has zero norm and is 
orthogonal to Vp. Thus, it cannot contribute to any measurable quantity. 
Moreover, the state ~~·physJ which is obtained from the physical state 

l~phys) (3.59) by 

where the operator 0 either commutes or anticommutes with the BRS-charge 

is again a physical state. An operator satisfying one of eqs.(3.63) is 
called an observable. 

It is interesting to note that the field equation (2.31) for the 
gluons can also be expressed in the form 13 

where jt is the colour carrying current (2.43). We deduce from this 
representation (3.64) that the gluon fields A~ obey, in the physical 
subspace Vp (3.59), the generalized Maxwell equations 

(3.62) 

(3.63) 

(3.64) 

(3.65) 

Let us now discuss the condition (3.59) in the Dirac picture, especially 
with regard to the perturbation expansion (3.45) to (3.54). Using the relations 
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" " 
[Ql (t) ,Hint(t)] = 0 (3.66) 

that follow from (3.21), it can be shown that the BRS-charge inherits the 
adiabatic damping factor e-Eitl from the Hamiltonian 

(3.67) 

" Since the noninteracting or asymptotic states I¢), eq.(3.48), correspond 
to the limit t ~ -oo, eq.(3.59) translates into 

(3.68) 

" Moreover, the algebra (3.60) g~arantees that the.state vector l~phys) which 
developes adiabatically from i¢phys) in (3.68) according to (3.49), cannot 
destroy the positive semi-definiteness of Vp. 

Evaluating the eq.(3.18) in the Dirac picture, we obtain with the 
help of the field equation (3.34) and the definition of the conjugate 

" momentum IT~ (3.38) 

A A A A A 

Q
0 

= A! d3 x {(a~)(avAv) - ~-a0 (avAV)}. 

This form of the asymptotic BRS charge reflects a close relation of the 
definition of the asymptotic physical subspace Vp (3.68) with the Gupta
Bleuler condition (3.58). 

(3.69) 
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with the two-dimensional surface element dn. Hence, if the conserved current 
j~ satisfies the boundary condition 

n j~(x) = 0 
~ 

x E. av, 

the charge (4.4) will be time independent in the cavity. 

(4.6) 

Inspecting the currents given in section 2.4, it is readily verified 
that eq.(4.6) holds if we impose the following set of boundary conditions 
on the field operators in the Heisenberg picture 

( 4. 7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

Eq.(4.7) to (4.9) are essentially those introduced by the M.I.T. group. 16 - 19 

Of course, one could think of more complicated boundary conditions than 
the above. However, the set (4.7) to (4.9) has the advantage of being 
linear in the field operators and independent of the strong coupling constant g. 

The first of eqs. (4.8) implies that the space integral of a~F~0 over 
the cavity volume vanishes. Combining this result with the field equation 
for gluons in the form (3.64) we can express the colour generator Qc as 

{ d3 C\o+x}. = - QB' J X ~ 
v 

(4.10) 

This representat·ion leads illlllediately to 

(4.11) 

The colour charge vanishes in the subspace of physical states in the cavity. 

Localizing the field operators in a cavity, we are violating translational 
invariance of the theory. Consequently, the 3-momentum will not be conserved. 
If we restrict ourselves to a static cavity (n° = 0), the Hamiltonian will be 
time-independent and the energy will be conserved. In this static case with 
a time-independent surface av, the boundary conditions (4.7) to (4.9), which . 
are formulated in the Heisenberg picture, translate easily into the Dirac 
picture as follows 
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Using eqs.(3.3), (3.4) and (A35), we can easily show that the only non
vanishing anticommutators are 

" 

(4.25) 

The zero-particle state or the asymptotic vacuum IO) is the state with 
norm one which is annihilated by all the quark, antiquark, gluon and ghost 
annihilation operators 

"' A A " 
a en I 0) = ben I 0) = 0 

Al: A A A A A 

cam! 0) = dam! 0) = eaml 0) = 0 

A A 

<.o!o> = 1. 

The Fock space of asymptotic states which is, by assumption, complete and 
contains thus all the states of the interacting theory, is obtained in the 
standard way by applying any combination of creation operators on the zero
particle state (4.26). 

(4.26) 

Based on the expansions (4.20), (4.23) and (4.24) and the orthogonality 
of the cavity modes (A35), the g-independent part Q

0 
of the BRS-charge, eq. 

(3.69), is readily found to be 

"' Thus, sufficient conditions that an asymptotic state 1~) fulfills the 
physicality criterion (3.69) can be stated as 

A A 

= 0; dam I~ phys > = o. 

Here, we see the close relation of eq.(3.69) with the Gupta-Bleuler 
A 

condition (3.58). Of course, the asymptotic vacuum 10) is a physical 
state due to eq.(4.26). 

Similarly we can write down the normal-ordered noninteracting part 
of the Hamiltonian (2.38) in the Dirac picture as 

A 

where the fermionic operator K is given by 

( 4. 27) 

(4.28) 

(4.29) 
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(4.30) 

The last term in eq.(4.28) which represents the contribution to H
0 

from the 
unphysical longitudinal and scalar gluon fields and the ghost fields has been 
cast into a form which shows explicitly that its matrix elements, taken between 
the physical states (3.69), vanish. 
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states with nonvanishing ghost number, since the norm of such a stata is 
zero, and the nominator in eqs.(3.49) to (3.53) vanishes. To satisfy all 
requirements of eq.(5.2), we take the asymptotic state J¢k) to contain 
only quarks, antiquarks and the two physical degrees of freedom of the gluon: 
the transverse electric and magnetic polarisation modes. 

In g:neral~ E~o) is degenerate and therefore several orthogonal eigen
vectors J¢k) ,l¢k,) , ••• belong to this e!genvalue. A linear combination of 
these vectors is again an eigenvector of :H

0
: with the same eigenvalue and 

can be used in the Gell-Mann and Low formula (3.49). We are thus lead to 
consider the off-diagonal matrix elements of the right hand side of (5.1), 
as well, 

The energy shifts and the corresponding eigenstates are then obtained by 
diagonalizing the matrix vk'k" 

As an example, let us now, for a two-quark-system, calculate the energy . 
shift due to the one-gluon-exchange interaction. The eigenstates of :H : are 

0 
given by 

-
The part of Hint(t) that describes the 2-quark - 1-gluon vertex can be 
obtained from the first term in the Hamilton density (2.39) integrating 
over the volume 

Inserting this operator into eq.(5.3) and using Wick's theorem to expand 
the time-ordered into normal-ordered products, we arrive at the matrix 
element 

.A a 
= -igz(y~)a•a (ov)s•s (~)c•c 

lim ~ dt e-Eitlr d3 x d3 y(O!T(A~(x) A~(y))IO) 
E-+o -oo 

+ 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 
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Here we have picked out the term where the gluon fields are contracted and 
introduced the coordinates x = (~,0) andy= (~,t). As usual, a summation 
over all indices occurring repeatedly is understood. Expanding the quark 
field operators into cavity modes, as given in eqs.(4.15) and (4.18), and 
using the explicit form of the gluon propagator (87), we arrive at the 
matrixelement 

where the energy denominator arises from the time integration. Thus Vk'k 
can be interpreted as the matrixelement of the two-body operator 

which describes the one-gluon-exchange interaction between tHo quarks. 
Here we have made use of the definition of the quark-gluon vertex functions 
(C1) and (C1'). 

In order to describe a complex many-quark system, it is convenient to 
have the two-body operator (5.8) expressed in first instead of second 
quantization. The Fock space can be embedded in the space given by the 
direct product wavefunctions of the quarks. The Pauli principle is taken 
care of by restricting the Hilbert space to the subspace defined by the 
antisymmetrized product wavefunctions of the quarks. The two-body operator 
V1 2 corresponding to V and acting on the quantum numbers of the first and 
second quark can be written as 

Here J describes the angular momentum exchanged between the quarks and 
Fi (i=1,2) denotes the colour generator in the fundamental representation. 
The operators ~12 (J) and K12 (J) are defined as two-body operators that act 
on the radial and angular part of the two-body wavefunction, respectively. 
These are readily defined in terms of their matrixelements. Using eqs.(C6) 
and (C7) to decompose the vertex functions ~n'm in eq.(5.8) into radial 

( 5. 7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 
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and angular parts, we arrive at 

= 

Here ln 1 ,n2) denotes the direct product of the Dirac spinors (A2) and the 
factor FJM(n' ,n) arises from the angular integration (C8) 

Similarly we can define 

J 

M 

where the matrixelement S~n'm is related to the radial integrals R~n'm 
defined in eqs.(C9) to (C12) 

r 1 - grrnr(-1)t+J+t' 
= Rnn'm --------

2 

The second factor in eq.(5.12) governs the parity selection rule, and grr 
and nr are defined in (A37) and (A43), respectively. 

Let us now consider the case where the quarks in the initial and final 
state carry total angular momentum j = i, which means that the Dirac quantum 
number K takes the values +1 or -1. Using the Wigner-Eckart theorem one can 
easily show that the only non-vanishing K12 (J) are 

' 

where 1Li and ~i denote the unit and the spin operator, respectively, acting 
on the i-th quark. Thus for quarks in the angular momentum state j = i, we 
arrive at the well-known expression18 , 19 

which is very convenient for the calculation of the properties of many-quark 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 
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systems. 

In a similar way we can determine the two-body operators describing the 
interactions corresponding to all other non-divergent Feynman graphs of order 
g2 that do not involve the ghosts. The resulting two-body operators in first 
or second quantization are presented in appendix D. 

5.2 Lowest cavity modes interactions 

We now discuss the various two-body interactions between the quarks and gluons. 
For simplicity, we consider here massless up and down quarks and gluons occupy
ing the lowest cavity modes. The corresponding quantum numbers are 
(p,q)Jni = (1,D)i+i for the quarks and (p,q)Jni = (1,1)1-0 for the gluons. 
Here, the two integers (p,q) characterize the irreducible representation of 
SU(3)colour and are connected. to the dimension and the quadratic Casimir 
operator in this representation by 

SU(3): N(p,q) = i(p+1)(q+1)(p+q+2) 

C(p,q) = j(p2+pq+q2)+p+q. 

The irreducible representations of SU(2)spin and SU(2)isospin are described 
by the spin J and the isospin I, respectively. Of course, the dimension and 
the Casimir operator are given by 

SU(2): N(J) 

C(J) 

= 2J+1 

= J(J+1). 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

The two particles will, in general, be embedded into a larger many-body 
system. This system must be in a singlet representation of the colour group 
SU(3)colour' in order not to obtain a contradiction with eq.(4.11) which 
essentially says that physical states in the cavity are colourless. However, 
this restriction does not apply to the constituents of the many-body system. 
Thus, the two particles can be coupled to any of the possible quantum numbers. 
Of course, identical particles must obey the Fermi-Dirac statistics for 
fermions and the Bose-Einstein statistics for bosons. 

In Table 1 we have collected for all diagrams of Fig.2 the corresponding 
dimensionless interaction operators ~12 which are related to V12 by 

-
g2 

V12 = ~12 (5.18) 
4nR 
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DIAGRAM t.12 47TR 
=- V12 

g2 

M F 12 [)..112 ( 0) + 4)..112(1) 512] 

X <{- T12)(F12 + j) [).J12(0)(t- 512) + )..112(1)(* + 512)] 

X 1 2 1 ~(4F12- 1)[)..112(1}(~- 512} + )..112(2}(1 + 512}] 

>--< 1 2 1 ;g(4F12 + 6F12- 1}[)..112(1}(~ + 512) + )..112(2)(1 - S12)] 

~ F12[).J12(0) + )..112(1) 512J 

K 
X 2 

F12[P12(0) + P12(1) 512 + P12(2) 512J 

X 
TABLE f 

The dimensionless two-body interaction operators t.12 for the various diagrams 
of Fig. 2. We use the abbreviations F12 = F1•F2, 512 = 51.52 and T12 = T1·T2 

'V 'V 'V 'V 

for the product of colour, spin and isospin generators, respectively. The 
matrix elements of the operators ).J12(J) and P12(k) are given in Tables 2, 3 & 4. 
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DIAGRAM (Kl,K2) 1112(0) 11u(1) 

0,0098 -0,1770 

K (-,-) (0) ( -0 '1770) 

0,0353 -0,1432 

r< (-,+)+ (0) (-0,2082) 

0,0352 -0,0796 
(-,+) - (0) (-0,0146) 

H 0,1321 -0,1173 
(+,+) (0) (-0,1173) 

0 0,1875 
(-,-) (0) (-0,0124) 

0 0,0494 

X 
(-,+)+ (O) (0,0494) 

0,1806 0 
(-,+) - (0) (0) 

0 0,1055 
(+,+) (0) (0,0135) 

TABLE 2 
Matrix elements of the operators 1112 (J) for the interactions via gluon exchange 
between two quarks, two antiquarks or a quark-antiquark pair and via annihilation 
into a gluon for the quark-antiquark system. The values are given for massless 
quarks in the lowest energy cavity state. The numbers in brackets are the 
contributions from the transverse polarizations of the virtual gluon. The 
mixed states correspond to(-,+)~=~(-,+)!(+,-)]. 
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DIAGRAM (K,J:) l112(1) l112(2) 

X 
(- ,Jl) 0,5616 0,0632 

(-,E) 0,4240 0,0346 

X (+,IN.) 0,3175 0,0411 

(+,E.) 0,4915 0,0286 

(- ,IN.) -0,3298 0,2101 

>-< (- ,E:.) -0,0116 0,0913 

>-< (+,~ 0' 1130 0,0673 

(+,E.) -0,3076 0,0617 

l112(0) l112(1) 

-0,0053 -0,4900 

~ 
(- ,JJ.) (0) (-0,4900) 

0,0336 -0,4009 
(- ,£) (0) (-0,4009) 

K 
-0,0214 -0,3204 

( + ,.M) (0) (-0,3204) 

0,1347 -0,3900 
(+,~ (0) (-0,3900) 

TABLE 3 
Matrix elements of the operators l1 12(J) for the various diagrams of the 
quark (antiquark)-gluon interaction. The numbers in brackets represent 
the contributions to the gluon exchange from the transverse polarizations 
of the virtual gluon. 
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DIAGRAM (rltr2) P12(0) P12(1) Pl2(2) 

-0,1045 -0,2992 0,0813 
(.M,~ (0) (-0,3399) (0) 

-0,0220 -0,2968 -0,0020 

h (~,E.)+ (0,0069) (-0,4440) (-0,0052) 

-0,0358 -0,2720 0,0084 
(JJ.,t.) (-0,0069) (-0,1280) (0,0052) -

0' 1382 -0,3205 0,0143 
(£,€.) {0) ( -0 ,3277) {0) 

-0,1963 0,0981 0,0981 
{JJ.,~ {0) {0) { 0) 

-0,3241 0,1621 0,1621 

X 
{..M,E.) + {-0,0340) (0,0170) (0,0170) 

-0,0011 -0,0017 -0,0005 
{~£.) (O) {0) {0) -

-0,2073 0' 1036 0,1036 
(£,£,) {0) (0) {0) 

{JJ.,Jt) -0,1549 0' 1549 0,0774 

X 
(vV.,£.) + -0,0555 0,0748 0,0513 

(J.(,£.) 0,0469 -0,0278 -0,0941 -
(£,£.) -0,1616 0 '1616 0,0807 

TABLE 4 
Matrix elements of the p 1 2{k) operators for the gluon-exchange, the annihilation 
and the four-gluon vertex interactions in a two-gluon system. The numbers in 
brackets {where given) show the contributions from the transverse polarizations 
of the vi rtua 1 gl uon. Note that (JA,E..).!. = ~ ~.M,E:.) .:_ {(,J.()] • 
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Tables 2, 3 and 4 contain the matrix elements of the two-body operators ll12 

or p12 • For the following discussion, the relevant entries in these tables 
are the ones with (K 1 ,K2) = (-,-) for the quarks and antiquarks and 
(EhE2) = (JJ..,.M.) for the gluons. 

(i) The quark-quark interaction 

Since the antiquark-antiquark interaction is, with trivial changes of the 
quantum numbers, identical to the quark-quark interaction, we will discuss 
here only the latter. The diquark can occupy the following irreducible 
representations of the various symmetry groups 

SU(3)colour= (1,0) Q (1,0) = (0,1)A i (2,0) 5 

SU(2)spin : = 

SU( 2)isospin: = (5.19) 

We have indicated with a subscript whether the representation is symmetric (S) 
or antisymmetric (A) with respect to the interchange of the two quarks. The 
two-quark states that are consistent with the Fermi-Dirac statistics have the 
quantum numbers 

The two-body operator describing the interaction via one-gluon exchange 
between two quarks or antiquarks, Fig. 2a or 2b respectively, is given by 

This operator is diagonal in the two-particle space and has the matrix 
elements 

where C(p,q) is the Casimir operator of SU(3)colour' eq. (5.16). The 
matrix elements of ~ 1 2are shown in Fig. 3 and also in Table 5. 
Note that the colour {3} = (0,1) interaction is twice as strong as the 
colour {6} = (2,0) interaction. Since the ordinary baryons are usually 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 
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- 0.5 ~ 

~ 0.4 

1- 0.3 

- 0.2 ( 2,0)0+1 

(0,1)1+1 
~ 0.1 

~ 0.0 (2,0)fTO 

1- -0.1 

~ -0.2 
Quark- Quark 

1- -0.3 < o, 1 > o+o l nteraction 

1- -0.4 No tat ion {p ,q) J '~~'I 

1- -0.5 

FIGURE 3 
Matrix elements ~ of the dimensionless two-body interaction operator ~ 12 
for the quark-quark (antiquark-antiquark) system. See also Table 5. 
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~ 0.5 ~ 

~ 0.4 

~ 0.3 (0,0)1-l (1,1)1-o 
<o,o> ro 

~ 0.2 (1,1)0-1 
~ 0.1 < 1, 1 >o-o 

~ 0.0 {I, I) r I 

~ -0.1 

~ -0.2 

~ -0.3 

~ -0.4 
Quark- Antiquar k 

... -0.5 Interaction 

.... -0.6 <o,o> o-1 Notation {p,q)Jvl 

~ -0.7 <o,o>o-o 

1- -0.8 

- -0.9 

FIGURE 4 
Matrix elements ~ of the dimensionless two-body interaction operator ~ 12 
for the quark-antiquark system. See also Table 6. 



(p,q)J7TI M 
(0, 1)0+0 -0,3605 

(0,1)1+1 0,1115 

(2,0)0+1 0' 1803 

(2,0)1+1 -0,0557 

(p,q)J7TI r< 
(0,0)0-0 

-0,7211 
(0,0)0-1 

(0,0)1-0 
0,2229 

(0,0)1-1 

(1,1)0-0 
0,0901 

(1,1)0-1 

(1,1)1-0 

-0,0279 
(1,1)1-1 

TABLE 6 

45. 

TABLE 5. 

The dimensionless energy shifts 6 
for the quark-quark (antiquark
antiquark) system. See also Fig. 3. 

X TOTAL 

0 -0,7211 

0 0,2229 

0 0,0901 

0,2813 0,2534 

0 -0,0279 

The dimensionless energy shifts 6 for the quark-antiquark system. We have 
separated the contributions from the gluon exchange and the annihilation 
diagrams. See also Fig. 4. 
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taken to be colourless three quark states, only the colour {3} interaction 
is accessible to experimental tests so far. 

(ii) The quark-antiquark interaction 

The quark-antiquark system can have the following colour quantum numbers 

SU(3)colour= (1,0) Q (0,1) = (0,0) i (1,1) (5.23) 

whereas the spin and isospin products correspond to the quark-quark case 
(5.19). Since the antiquark is distinguishable from the quark, the exclusion 
principle does not apply and the eight possible states are 

(p,q)JTIJ = (0,0)0-0 
(0,0)0-1 
(0,0)1-0 
(0,0)1-1 

(1,1)0-0 
(1,1)0-1 
(1,1)1-0 
(1,1)1-1 (5.24) 

The diagrams contributing to the quark-antiquark interaction are the one
gl~on exchange (Fig. 2c) and the virtual annihilation into a gluon (Fig. 2d). 
The corresponding two-body operator is 

L:~ 12 = F1·F2[ll12(o) + 4ll12(1)~1·~2J + v12(1)[{- ~1·~2] [F1·"F2+jJ [~1·~2 + iJ 
(5.25) 

with the matrix elements 

l:l = = H c ( P , q ) - ~J [ ll ( o ) + 2ll ( n ( J ( J + n - ~) 1 

+ ~(1)C(p,q)J(J+1)[1 - il(I+1)] . (5.26) 

In order to avoid misunderstanding, we have denoted with v(1) the nonvanishing 
coefficient of the annihilation diagram, so that v(1) = 0,1875. The matrix 
elements l:l are shown in Fig. 4. Table 6 contains the contributions to l:l 

from the gluon exchange and the annihilations diagrams. 
Note that the second term in eqs. (5.25) or (5.26) which represents the 
annihilation diagram, vanishes unless the quark-antiquark pair carries the 
quantum number of the gluon {p,q)Jni = (1,1)1-0. For this case we find that 
the annihilation diagram is in magnitude ten times bigger than the one-gluon 
exchange diagram and of opposite sign. Without this annihilation diagram the 
two states (p,q)Jnl = (1 ,1)1-0 (colour octet w-meson) and (p,q)Jnl = (1 ,1)1-1 
(colour octet p-meson) would be degenerate. The possibility of virtually 
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decaying into a gluon makes the w8 heavier than the p 8 • However, the 
pion-like state (p,q)Jrri = (0,0)0-1 is still degenerate with the eta-like 
state (p,q)Jrri = (0,0)0-0 in ••contradiction" to experiment. Of course~ we 
know that the rr- and n-mesons are, in real world, more complex objects than 
quark-antiquark systems consisting of up and down quarks. 

(iii) The quark-gluon interaction 

As already in the quark-quark case, the antiquark-gluon interaction leads 
to the same matrix elements for corresponding quantum numbers as the quark
gluon interaction, so that we consider here only the latter. The quark
gluon system can couple to the following quantum numbers 

SU(J)colour (1,0) Q (1,1) = (1,0) i (0,2) i (2,1) 

SU(2)spin = 

SU( 2)isospin 

Of course, we do not have to symmetrize or antisymmetrize the direct product 
states; the possible quantum numbers of the quark-gluon system are 

The interaction between these two particles receives contributions from the 
direct and exchange Compton diagrams and the one-gluon exchange that are 
shown in Figs. 2e, 2f and 2g respectively. The corresponding two-body 
operators can be read off Table 1, the matrix elements of their sum are 

b. = ( (p,q)JTII lb-12! (p,q)JTII) = 

fs-[4F 2 -1] [hP(1HJ{- J(J+1)) + ill0(2)(J(J+1) - ~)] 

+ fs-t4P + 6F- 1] [il(1)(J(J+1) - i) + illE(2)(.1{- J(J+1)] 

+ F[ll(O) + ill(1)(J(J+1) -.!{)] . 

Here, F is related to the Casimir operator of SU(3)colour by 

(50 27) 

(5.28) 

(5.29) 

(5.30) 
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~ 0.6 !::::.. 

~ 0.5 
(I ,0)3;2Y2 

~ 0.4 < 2, 1 > ''2 v2 
~ 0.3 

~ 0.2 (0, 2 >~iY2 

f. 0. I 

~ o.o 
~ -0.1 (2,1 )312!12 
~ -0.2 

~ -0.3 
0,oHiY2 

(0,2)!12 !12 
Quark- Gluon 

~ -0.4 In t e rae t ion 

~ -0·5 Notation (P,q) Jlf I 

FIGURE 5 
Matrix elements ~ of the dimensionless two-body operator ~12 for the quark 
(antiquark)-gluon system. See also Table 7. 
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(p,q)J7TI X >--< H TOTAL 

(1,0H-i 0,3744 -0,0325 -0,7271 -0,3852 

( 1 ,o)ri 0,0421 0,0125 0,3755 0,4301 

(0,2H-i 0 -0,0975 -0,2424 -0,3399 

(0,2)fi 0 0,0375 0,1252 0 '1627 

(2,1H-i 0 0,0975 0,2424 0,3399 

(2, 1)fi 0 -0,0375 -0,1252 -0' 1627 

TABLE 7 
The dimensionless energy shifts b. for the quark(antiquark)-gluon system. We 
show the contributions from the various Feynman diagrams. See also Fig. 5. 
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In eq. (5.29), the second, third and fourth line correspond to the direct 
and the exchange Compton diagrams and the gluon exchange respectively. 
The shifts of the two-particle energy levels due to these three interactions 
may be found in Fig. 5. As can be seen in Table Z, the energy shifts are 
dominated by the contribution from the gluon exchange between the quark and 
the gluon. 

(iv) The gluon-gluon interaction 

Two gluons can be accommodated in the following irreducible representations 

of the groups SU(3)colour and SU(2)spin 

SU( 3)colour (1,1) & (1,1) = (0,0) 5 S (1,1) 5 i (1,1)A i (3,0)A i (0,3)A i (2,2) 5 

SU(2)spin 1 & 1 = (5.31) 

We have again indicated the symmetry property of the representations with 
respect to the interchange of the two particles. The gluons being bosons, the 
Bose-Einstein statistics allow only the following nine totally symmetric two
particle states 

(p,q)J7T : (0,0)0+ 

(0,0)2+ 

(1,1)0+ 

(1,1)1+ 
(1,1)2+ 

(3,0)1+ 

(0,3)1+ 

(2,2)0+ 

(2,2)2+ 
(5.32) 

The two-body operators which describe the gluon-gluon interactions through 
gluon exchange, annihilation and the four gluon vertex are given in all three 
cases by 

(5.33) 

and have the matrix elements 

~:, = (_(p,q)J7TI612I(p,q)J7T) = i [C(p,q) - 6) (p{O) + ip(1)(J(J+1) - 4) 

+ t p(2)(J(J+1) - 4) 2 ] 0 

The coefficients p(k) can be read off in Table 4 for the various diagrams. 
The resulting matrix elements 6 are shown in Fig. 6, Table 8 indicates again 
the contribution to 6 from the individual diagrams. As compared to the 
previous cases (i), (ii) and (iii), the two-particle energy shifts due to 
the interactions in second order perturbation theory are much bigger for 

(5.34) 
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~ 1.0 ~ 

-0.8 (0,0)2 + 
(2,2)0+ 

- 0.6 

-0.4 
{1,1)2+ 

(1,1)1+ 
(3,0) I+ ~ 0.2 

~ 0.0 
(0,3) I+ 

--0.2 (2 ,2)2 + 

--0.4 

~-0.6 

~-o.8 

- -1.0 
(1,1)0+ 

--1.2 Gluon- Gluon 
--1.4 Interaction 

--1.6 Notation ( p ,q) J 1T' 

~ -1.8 

~ -2.0 
(0,0)0 + 

FIGURE 6 
Matrix elements ~ of the dimensionless two-body operator ~12 for the gluon
gluon system. See also Table 8. 
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(p,q)JTI >-< X X TOTAL 

(0,0)0+ -2,4575 0 0,4646 -1,9929 

(0,0)2+ 0,9672 0 -0,2323 0,7349 

(1,1)0+ -1,2289 0 0,2323 -0,9966 

(1,1)1+ -0,4140 0,2944 0,3485 0,2288 

(1 '1)2+ 0,4836 0 -0,1161 0,3675 

(3,0)1+ 

0 0 0 0 
(0,3)1+ 

(2,2)0+ 0,8191 0 -0' 1549 0,6642 

(2,2)2+ -0,3224 0 0,0774 -0,2450 

TABLE 8 
The dimensionless energy shifts 6 for the gluon-gluon system. We show the 
contributions from the various Feynman diagrams. See also Fig. 6. 
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the gluon-gluon system. In particular, the state carrying the quantum 
numbers of the vacuum, (p,q)Jn = (0,0)0+, is so much lowered in energy 
that it could become degenerate with the vacuum. Of course, whether this 
degeneracy is present depends on the value of the strong 11 hyperfine 11 constant 
as and the (up to now not reliably calculated) gluon self-energies amongst 
others. Due to the vanishing of F1 ·F2 in the SU(3)colour representations 
(p,q) = (3,0), (0,3), the two gluons do not interact in the decuplet and 
anti-decuplet cases. 

Our results are consistent with those of Carlson, Hanson and Peterson (CHP) 
in ref. (26) for their gluon exchange diagram denoted by 3g, corresponding to 
the diagram of Fig. 2 in this work if only the transverse polarization modes 
of the virtual gluon are taken into account. Using the transformation of 
the coefficients as given in ref. (26), we can further show agreement of our 
four-gluon vertex with CHP for the cases J = 0 and J = 2, but not for J = 1 
(J being the spin of the gluon pair). (Note the different naming of the gluon 
polarization modes). As for the Coulomb interaction, which is the gluon 
exchange between two gluons mediated by the scalar and longitudinal polarizat
ions, we disagree with CHP on the value of their coefficient~~ even as 

'V 
corrected in ref. (2 7). The c corresponds to -p(O)-p(2) in this article. 
However, as noted in ref. (26), the Coulomb interaction without the 
inclusion of gluon self-energies is gauge dependent. Since the gluon self
energies are proportional to F1 ·F2 , they will manifest themselves in a change 
of p(O). (Note that for colour singlet g2 glueballs this corresponds to an 
overall shift of the spectrum). This explains the difference of the results 
in the case of the Coulomb interaction. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 

In this work, we have formulated the field theory of quantum chromodynamics in 
a finite volume. Using the Feynman gauge, we have discussed the predictions of 
this theory to lowest nontrivial order in perturbation theory. In most cases, 
we have found agreement with previous calculations which were performed in other 
gauges. However, there still remains a lot to be done before one can decide 
whether quantum chromodynamics in a cavity is a consistent physical theory. 
A few of the most important problems which have to be addressed in the near 
future are 

- The renormalization of quantum chromodynamics in a finite volume, in 
particular in a static, spherically symmetric cavity. The formalism as 
presented here, i.e. in the Feynman gauge including the Faddeev-Popov 
ghost fields, is best suited for renormalization. Due to locality, the 
short distance singularities are softer than in other formulations, 
e.g. the Coulomb gauge. Note that the short distance singularities are 
not affected by the boundary conditions and that there are no long distance 
singularities in a field theory in a cavity. An encouraging feature is that 
the boundary conditions of the M.I.T. group preserve the BRS-symmetry of the 
theory. It must be clarified whether the lack of translational invariance 
destroys renormalizability. 

- Will the shape of the cavity be affected by renormalization? Does the so
called vacuum pressure term, which is needed in fitting hadronic spectra in 
order to stabilize the energy of the cavity, emerge from the renormalization 
procedure (e.g. by dimensional transmutation)? 

- The self-energies of the quarks, gluons and ghosts have to be determined 
reliably. 

- Higher order terms in the perturbative expansions have to be calculated in 
order to estimate their importance. Note that it is not the value of the 
strong 11 hyperfine 11 constant as alone, which, in certain fitting schemes, 
can be of the order 2 - 3, that determines the convergence of the perturbation 
series. Rather, it is a combination of as' energy denominators and overlap 
integrals which may decrease rapidly with increasing order. 

- Quantum chromodynamics, whether in a finite or infinite volume, still needs 
to predict in the low en~rgy region some numbers that can be verified in 
experiment to at least three or four digits (compare to quantum electrodynamics 
and the g-2 value or the Lamb shift). The hope is that for certain quantities 
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it will not matter in which way confinement was achieved so that one could 
use quantum chromodynamics in the cavity for calculations. 

- The final and, from the theoretical point of view, the most important problem 
in quantum chromodynamics is to discover how the original (infinite volume) 
theory confines the colour carrying particles. Is confinement achieved 
dynamically, are some, as yet undiscovered, topological features of the 
theory responsible or is it still something different? 
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APPENDIX A. THE CAVITY MODES 

A.1 Quarks 

We now turn to the derivation of the cavity modes of the quarks in a 
spherically symmetric and static cavity. The explicit solutions of 
the time independent Dirac equation 

where £n is the energy and mf the mass of the quark, are given by the 
Dirac spinors 

Of course, the adjoint spinor is defined as 

Here x~(t) denote the usual two-component spherical spinors and n stands 
for the flavour, radial, Dirac quantum numbers and sometimes it also 
includes the magnetic quantum number, as well, i.e. 

The radial functions, gn(r) and fn(r), are given in terms of the 
spherical Bessel functions by 

..Xnpn sgn K 

R3/2 ( £n +mf) 

R being the radius of the cavity. Here, the total and orbital angular 
momenta, j,t and t are defined as functions of the quantum number K 

(A1) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(AS) 

(A6) 
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t(K) = j(K) + isgn K 

l(K) = j(K) - iSgn K • 

Finally, the symbol v denotes the radial quantum number with v > 0 for 
positive and v < 0 for negative energies, respectively. Of course, a 

(A7) 

(AB) 

(A9) 

complete set of Dirac eigenfunctions must include the negative energy states 
as well. The quark momenta Pn are determined by the linear boundary condition 
of the M.I.T. bag model 

(A10) 

or, equivalently, by the solutions of the equation 

(A 11) 

Here, we have introduced the dimensionless energy, momentum and mass parameters, 
respectively 

w = EnR n 

The normalization constant JVn is given by 

J(-2 = [jtx(xnn)] 2 n [2wn(wn + K) + tf] 

(A12) 

(A13) 

(A14) 

(A15) 

The solutions of the Dirac equation (A1) satisfying the boundary condition 
(A10) represent a complete and orthonormal set of Dirac spinors in the cavity 
i.e. 

(At6) 

(A17) 

where una(~) denotes the _component a of the Dirac spinor un({). 
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A.2 Gluons and Ghosts 

Let us now determine, in the Feynman gauge (A= 1), the cavity modes of the 
gluon in a spherically symmetric and static cavity. The explicit solutions 
of the time independent d'Alembert equations 

where n; denotes the energy eigenvalue of the gluon, are given by the 
Hansen functions which include the scalar 

J ~ 0 

and longitudinal multipole fields 

aL(~) = Jf;-_, Zj (nl.r) YJM(~) , 
"111 . R~2 nl. J m 

m 
J ~ 0 • 

Here, m = {N,J,(M)} denotes a complete set of radial and angular momentum 
quantum numbers and r stands for the polarization of the gluon. The 
transverse magnetic and electric modes are given by 

J(.JI... . L Jl\. 
m rv • (jJ(nm r) YJM(.t,)) , J ~ 1 

R312 /J(J+1) 
~(.t,) = 

' J ~ 

respectively. The eigenvalues of the gluon n; are determined by the linear 
boundary conditions of the M.I.T. bag model 

~·za~(~) lr=R = o 
. r 
~·~(~) lr=R = 0 

(A18) 

(A19) 

(A20) 

(A21) 

(A22) 

(A23) 

(A24) 

(A25) 

(A26) 
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For the various multipole fields, we then arrive at three eigenvalue equations 

~jJ(n~ r) lr=R = 0 

~ [rjJ(n:r)] lr=R = 0 

jJ(n; r) I r=R = 0 

(A27) 

(A28) 

(A29) 

since the scalar and longitudinal multipole fields satisfy the same eigenvalue 
equation, i.e. n~ = n~. The corresponding normalization constants are 

( £] -z _ ·z (UE.) 
J( m - iJJ+1 .Jm 

where we have introduced the dimensionless energy parameters 

r = o ,.e,~, E:. • 

For compactness of the notation we introduce the functions 

0 for all other~ and r values. 

The solutions of the d'Alembert equations (A18) and (A19) which satisfy 
the boundary conditions (A24) to (A26) are orthonormal, i.e. 

and they also satisfy the completeness relation 

(A30) 

(A31) 

(A32) 

(A33) 

(A34) 

(A35) 

(A36) 
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Here we have introduced the metric tensor 

H' g = o if r # r• 

The cavity modes ~(~) can also be written in terms of the spherical Bessel 
functions and the vector spherical harmonics as 

r 

(A37) 

r J( m J+1 r r • 
~(~) = - ~ aJL jl (nmr) ~LM(~) (A38) 

R312 v'2J+1' L=IJ-11 

A similar expansion holds for the curl of the cavity modes 

r nr J(r J+1 r r . 
~ x ~(~) = -i m m ~ SJL jL (nmr) ~LMCc) (A39) 

RS/2 12J+f L= IJ-11 

The only nonvanishing coefficients a3L and s3L are given by 

a'-
J,J+1 = v'J+f ' 

i.. v'J' aJ,J-1 = 

J.l.. 
v'2J+f, s~J+ 1 ff .JA -IJ+T aJ,J = = ' sJ,J-1 = 

at.. -/J E: IJ+f', €. 
v'2J+,. = ' aJ,J-1 = sJ,J = J,J+1 

Under complex conjugation the gluon modes a~r(~) transform according to 

where the set of quantum numbers m* is defined by 

m* = {N,J,(-M)} 

and the phase nr stands for 

{

+1 for r = 1?., £., 

nr = 
-1 for r = 0, J.A. • 

Finally the cavity modes and eigenvalues for the ghost fields in a 

(A40) 

(A41) 

(A42) 

(A43) 
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spherically symmetric and static cavity are also given by the scalar modes 
a~(~) and the scalar or longitudinal eigenvalues n~, since they satisfy the 
d'Alembert equation (A18) and the boundary condition (A24). 
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APPENDIX B. THE FEYNMAN PROPAGATORS 

8.1 The Quark Propagator 

We now turn to the evaluation of the Feynman propagators which are given in 
terms of vacuum expectation values of timeordered products of two field 
operators. There are two nonvanishing Feynman propagators that involve the 
quark field operators. Using the expansions (4.15) and (4.18) and the anti
commutation relations (4.19), we easily obtain 

occ'off' ~ [u_n,J~)u_n,_,•(,~)e(xo-yo) - u* (,~)u (.~)e(yo-xo)]e-iE:nlxo-yol . 
Kll "" u. na ncr ( B 1) 

v>O 
The other nonvanishing vacuum expectation value is 

occ'off' ~ [una(~)una•(~)e(xo-yo) - u-na(~)u_na•(~)e(yo-xo)Je-iEnlxo-yol. 
Kll 

v>O (82) 
In eqs.(B1) and (82) we have made use of the step function which is defined by 

e(x•) = { : 

8.2 The Ghost Propagator 

Based on the expansions (4.23) and (4.24) and the anticommutation relations 
(4.25) we arrive at Feynman propagators involving the ghost field operators 
which are given by 

... ... ... .. 
-(OjT(xa(x)wb(y))jO) = 

(83) 

(84) 
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These two propagators are the only nonvanishing vacuum expectation values 
we can build of tw~ ghost field operators. The Feynman propagators involving 
the derivative of Xa are easily evaluated by calculating the derivatives of 
eq.(84) with respect to x andy, respectively, i.e. 

8.3 The Gluon Propagators 

Based on the expansion (4.20) and the commutation relations (4.22) 
we arrive at the Feynman propagator for the gluon which is given by 

where the metric tensor grr is defined by eq.(A37). 
We also need to know Feynman propagators involving derivatives of the field 
operators. In the case of a single derivative, these can be written as 

• aA~(x) . • a . . . . 
(0 IT( a= A~(y)) IO > = ax (o IT(A~(x) A~(y)) I 0 > . 

p p 

In the case of two derivatives, however, we obtain 

. aA~(x) aA~(y) 
( o IT( ax ay ) I o) = 

P a 

(85) 

(86) 

(87) 

(88) 

(89) 

Thus here also we can in general take the derivatives of the vacuum expectation 
value of the timeordered product of the field operators except for the case 
p=a=O, where an additional delta term appears. 
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APPENDIX C. THE VERTEX INTEGRALS 

C.1. The Quark-Gluon Vertex 

Here we evaluate the vertex integrals which describe the absorption (or 
emission) of a gluon by a quark (Fig 1a). These integrals are defined as 

In Appendix D we will also use (see (A41) - (A43)) 

where n and m stand for the quark and gluon quantum numbers, respectively, 
e.g. 

n = {f,v,K,(~)} 

m = {N,J,(M)} m* = {N,J,(-M)} 

and r for the polarization of the gluon 

r = o , l , ..M., E. • 

(C1) 

(C2) 

(C3) 

(C4) 

The scalar and longitudinal matrix elements, which transmit the instantaneous 
"Coulomb .. interaction between two quarks, are related by current conservation, 
i.e. 

rP m 

We can easily separate the radial and angular integrations yielding 

r r + • • I • 

Qnn 1 m = Rnn 1 m f X~ ({)YJM(~} x~~(,t) d~ r = o,.t,£.., 

.».. R~ + • • I . 
Qnn 1 m = J X~ ({)YJM({) X~K~ (,C) d~ ' nn 1 m 

where the dependence on the magnetic quantum numbers is now contained in 
the angular matrix elem~nt. Integrating over the angular variables and 
using the abbreviation J =/ 2J+1'one arrives, in terms of 3j-symbols, at 

(CS) 

(C6) 

(C7) 
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( -1) J.l+i jJj I 
;4; 

(CB) 

which governs the angular momentum and parity selection rules. After some 
straightforward but tedious algebra, we obtain for the scalar and longitudinal 
radial matrix elements 

0 
Rnn 1m 

R 
= - J{ ~ R- t b j J ( n~ r) S n n I ( r) r 2 d r 

- J(o R 
nom R-ib [{n~r jJ+ 1 (n~r) - JjJ(n~r)} unnl(r) 
m 

The transverse magnetic and electric radial matrix elements, turn out to be 
of the form 

JA. K1 +K Jr..N..R-r R ~ 
Rnn 1m = Tnnl(r) r 2 dr /J(J+1 )' m ! jJ(nmr) 

0 

and 

J(, e:. -i R 
E. m R 

[J(J+1)jJ(n~r) unnl (r) Rnn 1m = ! 
/J ( J+ 1 )'n£ 0 

m 

+ (K-K I) {JjJ(n~t> - n;r jJ_ 1 (n~r)} Tnnl(r)] rdr . 

Here we have introduced the radial functions 

(C9) 

(C10) 

(C11) 

(C12) 

{C13) 

which are given in terms of the radial functions of the quarks in the initial 
and final state. 
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C.2 The Ghost-Gluon Vertex 

The vertex integrals that describe the absorption (or emission) of a gluon 
by a ghost (Fig.1b) are given by integrals of the type 

and 

!:2:
1 

Tmm 1 m" 
r 2: 1 o 

= -i J am(r) ·~ml (r) am .. (r) d3 r , 
'V 'V . ...... 'V 'V 

where m, m1 and m" stand for the gluon and ghost quantum numbers, e.g. 

m = {N,J,(M)} • 

The integral (C14) can be separated into a radial and an angular part giving 

~~ J(~l vV~.. 0 0 0 
------- RJJIJ"(~,~~ ,~ .. ) 

R9/2 

A A A 

f y JM( rJ y J I M I ( rJ y J "M" (,c) dr2 • 

The radial integrals are defined by 

and the angular integration yields 

A A A 

J dn Y JIM I (r) Y J"M"(r) YJM(r) = 

: ( J I 

Ml 
J" 
M" 0 

J" J) JIJIIJ 

0 /tiiT 

Separating the radial and angular integration in the vertex function (C15) 
we obtain 

(C14) 

(C15) 

(C16) 

(C17) 

(C18) 

(C19) 
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Tmm'm" = 

L: L:' 0 
J(m J(m, Jfm .. 

jj• R9/2 
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~ 
LL' 

The angular integral is given in terms of 3j- and 6j-symbols, as 

- - -
f tJLMCt>·tJ•L'M'(,C) YJ"M"(,C) dn = 

JJ'J"LL' 

A;' 

C.3 The Three-Gluon Vertex 

J I 

M' 
J") { L 
M" \0 

J" J" 

0 1 

(C21) 

~.} 

We now turn to the evaluation of the three-gluon-vertex integral which describes 
the absorption (or emission) of a gluon by another gluon (Fig.1c). These 
integrals can be formulated in terms of the Tmm'm" and T~:m .. which have been 
defined previously, and an additional integral of the type 

Separating the integration in a radial and an angular part, we arrive at 

L:L:'L:" 
Tmm'm" = 

L:ll L: L: I L:" 
nm.. J./ m Jl m' Jf m" 

JJ'J" R11/2 

- - -
(-i> 1 CwLM(t> x ~'L'M'(t>>·~"L"M .. (t> dn, 

where the angular integral is given in terms of 3j- and 9j-symbols by 

- - -
(-i) 1 (~LM(t) x XJ'L'M'(t>>·~ .. L"M"(t) dn 

= L' 

0 

J' 
1 
L' 

f} ( J 
L" M 

J' J") . 
M" M' 

(C22) 

(C23) 

(C24) 
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C.4 The Four-Gluon-Vertex 

The four-gluon-vertex which describes the elementary interaction of four 
gluons (Fig.1d) is given by integrals of the type 

and 

l:l:ll:lll:lll -
Fmm 1m11 m111 -

For the first integral (C26) we obtain 

l:l:l J(~ I.H~I J(~ll J(~lll 
Fmm 1m11m111 = ' l: l:l L aJLaJ 1L 1 RJJ IJIIJ 111 

LL 1 

Here the radial integral is defined as 

R JJ 1 J 11 J 1 11 (n ,n 1 ,n II ,n I II) 

and the angular integration yields 

.. - ... -
f ~JLM(,t)·~J 1 L 1 M 1 (,t) YJ 11 M11 (,t) YJ"1M111 (,t) dn 

- L (J 
kK M 

Jl 
Ml 

k \ (JII 
K } M11 

Jill 
Mill 

k) (-1 )k+K+J+L I 

-K 4,r 

(2k+1) jj 1 (2J 11 +1)(2J"'+1)LLI ( JIIJIIIk\{LL
1

k\{J Jlk} • 
\o o o }~oo o} L 1L 1 

The second integral (C26) also separates in a radial and an angular part 
yielding 

l:l:ll:lll:lll 
Fmm 1m11 m111 = 

J( l: .lrl: 1 .lfl: 11 J(l: 111 
m v• m• v• mil m111 

jj 1juj "' R6 

l: Ll rl l: I II 
o,,a J 1L 1 a, .. L .. aJ a11L 111 

LL'L 11 L111 UL. u 

(C25) 

(C26) 

(C27) 

(C28) 

(C29) 

(C30) 
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Here one obtains for the angular integration 

A A A A 

! XJLM{,t;;)•XJ 1 L 1 M'(,~) tJ 11 L11 M11 (,t;;)·tJ 111 L111M' 11 (.\:) ds-2 

- ~ ( J 
Jl 

k) ( J
11 Jill _:) 

K+J+l 1+J 11 +l 111 
( -1) 

(C31) 
kK M Ml K M11 M111 4TI 

(2k+1)JJ1JIIJ111llllllllll t~ 
Ll 

~](~" 
L Ill 

~){~, 
Jl k}t Jill 

~}. 0 0 L 1 Llll Lu 
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APPENDIX D. INTERACTING TWO-PARTICLE SYSTEMS 

D.1. Systems Consisting of Fermions 

A system consisting of two quarks, two antiquarks or a quark-antiquark pair 
which interact through the exchange of a gluon can be represented by the 
Feynman diagrams Figs.(2a), (2b) or (2c) respectively. The energy shifts 
are obtained from eqs.(5.1) or (5.3) wher: l¢k) denotes a 2-particle eigen
state of the noninteracting Hamiltonian :H

0
:, i.e. 

A 
+ ;~ n I 0) l¢k) = a cl nl 2 2 

A 
t,+ 

A+ A 

l¢k) = be n 10) cl nl 2 2 
A 
+ b~ n I 0) l~k> = a cl nl 2 2 

After a straightforward calculation we arrive at the two-body operators 

(D1a) 

(D1b) 

(D1c) 

A+ 
bd'p' bcnbdp 

v g2 ~.a ~.a 
= (2)c•c (- 2)dd' cf'f cg•g 

gr.r. r. "'r. 
[~;+£:.-£p ~.£:.-£J 

+ A+ 
• r. Qn•nm Q-p-p•m + ac•n• bd•p• a en 

2nm 

As usual, a summation over all indices occuring repeatedly is understood. 
The two-body operators V12 have, for all three cases under consideration, 
the form 

(D2b) 

bdp 

(D2c) 

(D3) 
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where as is the 11 fine structure constant .. of the strong interaction 

and R is the radius of the cavity. Here, the vector F stands for the eight 
generators of SU(3)colour in the apropriate representation, i.e. 

for quarks 

for antiquarks • 

The two-body operators K12(J) determine the angular momentum structure of 
the interaction V12. Their matrix elements are most easily given in terms 
of the function FJM(n,n 1

) 

F ( I) (-1 )lJ+i "J."J"J·I(~ JM n ,n = 2 

J 

M 

j I) 
)JI 

This is, up to the parity selection rule and a factor of (4n)-i the angular 
integral contained in the vertex function Q~n~m· Now, we have 

J 
(-1)M FJM(n1 1 ,nl) = (2J+1) ~ FJ-M(n2 1 ,n2) 

M=-J 

J 

(04) 

(05) 

(06) 

(07a) 

M - -= (2J+1) L. (-1) FJM(-n1;n1 1
) FJ-Mc-n2 ,-n2 1

) 

M=-J (07b) 

J 
(-1)M FJM(nl I ,nl) FJ-M(-n2,-n2 1

) = ( 2J+1) 2:: 
M=-J 

for the quark-quark, antiquark-antiquark and quark-antiquark interactions, 
respectively. As an example, the ket jn,n) describes here the direct 
product state which is built up of a quark with quantum numbers n and an 
antiquark with quantum numbers n. The operators )J 12 (J) originate in the 
radial integral in the vertex function Q~n~m· In addition, they carry the 
parity selection rule which we have omitted in the definition of K12 (J). 
With the help of the modified radial integrals 

1-n gr.r. ( -1 )t+J+t I 
r, Rr, 

nn 1m 2 

the matrix elements of 1J12(J) are expressed as follows 

(07c) 

(08) 
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1 ] + L: 
Q +E- ,-Em n2 n2 

The quark-antiquark system can, in addition to the one gluon exchange 
discussed above, interact through the annihilation ·into a gluon which is 
represented by the Feynman diagram in Fig.(2d). Of course, this interaction 

(09a) 

(09c) 

is also contained in the part of the interaction Hamiltonian shown in eq.(S.S). 
The corresponding two-body operator is given by 

v g2 /..a "a 
of'g'ofg (010) = Cr)c'd' (2)dc 

-~ L: 'VL: 

[~-:p-<n n"+<1 ,+< ,] 
+ -+ 

2 L: Qn'-p'm Q-pnm + ac'n' bd'p' acn bdp · 
nm m p n 

Before writing down the two-body operator in first quantization, we have to 
cast the colour- and flavour-factors into a suitable form. Using the 
completeness and trace-orthogonality of SU(N) generators, the following 
identities are easily derived 

(011) 

(012) 
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The last term in eq.(012) contains the SU(2). . generators in the 1S0Sp1n 
representations which correspond to quarks and antiquarks, respectively 

for quarks 

for antiquarks • 

With the help of eqs.(011) and (012), the two-body operator in first 
quantization takes the form 

The angular momentum dependence of V12 is given by 

(013) 

(014) 

J M 
= i(2J+1) ~ (-1) FJM(-n2,nl) FJ-M(nl' ,-n2 ') 

. M=-J (015) 

and ~12(J) contains the radial integrals and the parity selection rule 
l:l: 

= ~ 2 nl:g sl:- sl: 
~ 3 2J+1 -n2n1m n1 '-n2 'm 

0.2 Systems Consisting of Fermions and Gluons 

The fermion-gluon interaction in second order perturbation theory has two 
sources in the interaction Hamiltonian. The contribution which we shall 
discuss first comes again from the part of Hint(t) shown in eq.(5.5). It 
gives rise to the Compton diagrams in Figs.2e,2f,2h and 2i. As opposed 

(016) 

to the fermion-fermion case, the Compton interaction is obtained by contract
ing two quark fields in the Wick decomposition of the time-ordered product. 
There are two different, non-vanishing possibilities of contracting two of 
the four quark fields in eq.(5.3). They lead to the direct (Fig.2e or 2h) 
and the exchange (Fig.2f or 21) Compton diagrams. 
Evaluating the matrix elements Vk'k' eq.(5.3), with the state vectors of the 
form 

(017a) 

(D17b) 
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for the quark-gluon or antiquark-gluon systems, respectively, we arrive at 
the two-body operators 

)..a• )..a 
v = -g2 ( • ) 2 2 c•c 

v = 

for the direct diagrams in Figs.2e and 2h, and 

r ~r· 
Q~nm n'pm• 

sp-sn-n~ 

L: rvr• 
Q-n~m Qp-n•m• 

I 

+ +nr sp En• m• 

oli.-n 'm 'll:;pm'] 
s +s .-n p n m 

for the exchange Compton diagrams as shown in Figs 2f and 2i.. In order to 
define the two-body operators V12 in first quantization, we still have to 
rearrange the colour factors in eqs.(018) and (019). This is achieved with 
the help of the identity 

)..a f.b 1[ f.c f.d ] r. r = b 4 2. 2 faec fbed - 0ab-i . 

Now, we easily arrive at 

l 
(018a) 

l 
(018b) 

(019a) 

(019b) 

(020) 

(021) 
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= L nrl• 
].1 R2 Jtrl 

K=_:p m1 

(D25b) 

(D26a) 

] . (D26b) 

Throughout eqs.(D23) to (026), the cases a and b correspond to the quark-gluon 
and antiquark-gluon systems, respectively. The ket lrm,n) denotes the direct 
product state consisting of a gluon with polarization L: and quantum numbers m 
and a quark with quantum numbers n. 

We now turn to the second contribution to the fermion-gluon interaction 
which is transmitted via the exchange of a virtual gluon and is depicted in 
Fig.2i and 2j. This process cannot take place in a theory based on an 
abelian gauge group (e.g. quantum electrodynamics), where the structure 

constants fabc vanish. 

Before we evaluate the two-body operator V, it is convenient to introduce 
the functions urm1 ml:2 L: 3 (o1 ,o3 ), that describe the three-gluon vertex. They are 

1 2ma 
given by 
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cxs 00 

V12 = ~ F1·F2 ~ ~12(J) K12(J) . 
J=O 

The generators in the scalar product F1•F2 are again understood to act in 
the representations of SU(3)colour which are appropriate to the different 
particles (see eqs.(OS) and (023)). 
Jhe operator K12 (J) has the matrix elements 

and the operator ~12(J) is given by 

J 

-M 

J 

-M 

Here, we refer with a and b to the quark-gluon and antiquark-gluon systems 
respectively. 

0.3. Systems Consisting of Gluons 

There are three different contributions to the gluon-gluon interaction in 
second order perturbation theory: the one-gluon exchange, the annihilation 
into a gluon and the four-gluon vertex which are shown in Figs. 2k, 2t and 
2m, respectively. The first two of these interactions emerge from the part 

(030) 

(031a) 

(031b) 

(032a) 

(032b) 
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of the interaction Hamiltonian which is cubic in the gluon field operators. 
Evaluating the matrix elements Vk1k in eq.(5.3) with state vectors of the form 

and considering terms with one contraction of the gluon fields in the Wick 
expansion of the timeordered product, we are still left with the sum of the 
gluon exchange and the annihilation interaction. 
The contribution due to the gluon exchange is easily separated, yielding the 
two-body operator 

2 '\, '±'f Mil I +Mil+~ 
V = L (-if ba II I a I )(-if ba II a) _n..::r=-~~-~....;nr=-1-ln-=L::.....g ___ ( -1) 

4TIR 

~ 
'\, L: II I '\,L: I L: ll%r 
J u lll.t 1(-,+) u II (-,+) 

(033) 

{034) 

~) ( J'" J )( J" •r II I+ ·r II+ ·r I m rrm mmm 
~ 

'\, call I mil I ca 11m11 ca 1m1 
-Mil I M -M 11 -M J L:ll L: 

m+nm~~-nm 

For the annihilation, we arrive in a similar fashion at 

rvg'±'f M11 1 +M"+~ nr 11 1 nr .. nr ( -1) 

( 

Jll I 

-M"I 

'\, 

J J) L:
111

%r" ur ~~r(+ +) M Um" 1nvn"(-,-) m1mm ' 
Jll) ( J I 

-~ -M 11 M1 

Here, we have made use of the function ul:~~~~a 1 ,a2) defined in eqs. 
(027) and (028). In first quantization, the corresponding two-body 
operator V12 is given by 

This form applies to both the gluon exchange and the annihilation inter-

(035) 

(036) 

·r 
cam • 
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action. Of course, fi (i=1,2) denotes the vector of the eight generators 
of SU(3)colour in the adjoint representation which are connected to the 
structure constants by eq.(023). The angular momentum structure of V12 
is contained in K12 (J). For the gluon exchange, K12 (J) is given by 

= 2 ( 2J+ 1) L ( -1 ) M1 I +Mz I +M 
M 

(037) 

c,· J J,) c2. J J2) . 
-M1' M M1 -Mz 1 -M Mz 

while for the annihilation we have 

( L: 1 1m 1 1 
, L: 2 

1m z 1 I K 12 ( J) I L: 1m 1' L: zm 2) = 2 ( 2J + 1) z:: ( -1) M 1 I +M 2 I +M (038) 
M 

( J,' J J2') ( J, J J2). 
-M1' -M -Mz 1 M1 M M2 

Here, the ket lr1m1,L: 2m2) denotes the direct product state of two gluons with 
polarizations L: 1 and L: 2 and quantum numbers m1 and mz,·respectively. 
The matrix elements of the operators ~1z(J) are 

= 
16(2J+1) 

for the gluon exchange and 

= 
16(2J+1) 

n~ 1n~ I 
£..1 £..2 

(039) 

(040) 
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for the annihilation. 
We now turn to the gluon-gluon interaction which is described by the 
elementary four-gluon vertex, Fig. 2m. The source of this process is 
the part of the interaction Hamiltonian which is proportional to g2 • 

Therefore, the contribution in second order perturbation theory to the 
matrix element Vk1k is found in the first term of eq.(5.3). Using state 
vectors of the form (033), we arrive at the two-body operator 

..... 1 ...... 11 ... 1 ..... 1._.1._.11... ... .. 1._.11._.1 ... 
L. L.L.L. L. L.L.L. L. L.L.L. ·r" 1 + ·r"+ ·rl ·r 

(2F* * - F* * - F* * ) c c c c (041) m" 1nrn"m 1 m" 1m1m"m m" 1m"m 1m a" 1m111 a"m" a 1m1 am 

. rr 1 E"E" 1 
• The 1 ntegra 1 F nrn 1 m"ml" is gwen in Appendix C, eq. ( C26). 

In order to obtain a factorization of the angular momentum contribution 
rr~r"E" 1 

in V, we decompose F mm'm"ml" as follows 

rr•r"r"' 
Fnvn'm"m"' 

= _1 ~ (2e+1)(-1)k(J 
R3 lk 4'1T M k 

J') ( J" 
M' M" 

Jill) LL 1L11 L111 

Tmm 1 m"m" 1 (l) · 
M

111 

(042) -k 

l:l: 1 E"l:" 1 

The form of Tnrnlm"m~ .. (l) is easily determined from eqs.(C30) and (C31). In 
first quantization, the corresponding two-body operator V12 is given by 

The r is again the vector of the SU(3)colour generators in the eight
dimensional adjoint representation. The matrix elements of the 
K12(l)-operators are 

= 2( 2l+1) 2: ( -1)Ml
1 

+M2 I +M 
M 

M 

.e 

-M 

= 2(2l+1) L ( -1)Ml
1

+M2
1

+M 
M 

.e 

M 
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M -M 

The ~12(t)-0perators are given in terms of the T-function of eq.(042) as 

= 

= -

= 

0.4. Special Cases 

Let us now consider the interactions between particles with the lowest 
possible angular momentum, i.e. K = ~1 (j = ~) for quarks and J = 1 for 
the (transverse) gluons. Here, the two-body operators K12 which were 
given in sections 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 can easily be expressed in terms of 
products of one-body spin operators ~· Using the Wigner-Eckart theorem, 
the matrix elements of these one-body operators in spherical (instead of 
cartesian) coordinates are 

{ 

( -1) m 1 
- ~ _rrf ~ 

( S k) = • ~ \-m I 

m1m 
-( -1 )m+! IT(: 

k m~) for quarks 

1 ~ ) for antiquarks 
k -m 1 

and n( 1 
-M' 

k 
(S )M'M = :) for gl uons 

k 

The scalar product in spherical coordinates is given by 

(046a) 

(046b) 

(046c) 
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DIAGRAM K12(0) K12 ( 1 ) K12 ( 2) 

h 1 4S12 0 

X 1 s12 3 
4- 4 + s12 0 

X - 1 s12 1 + s12 "2" -

>-< 1 1 - s12 - "'2" + s12 

K 1 s12 0 

K 2 8 2 

j s12 -g- + s12 + 25 12 · 

X 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 
- 3 + 3 s12 - 2 + s 12 + s12 3+ s12 + jS1:t 

2 8 2 

A j s12 3 + s12 + 2S12 

X 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 

B 3 + 
3

s12 -2 + s12 + s12 ! + s12 + 
3

s12 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 c 3 + !s12 + 3 s12 2 - s 12 ! - !s12 + "3512 

TABLE 9 
The two-body operators K12(J) (see Appendix D) which contain the spin structure 
of the various diagrams. The in- and out-going quarks and gluons are assumed to 
carry lowest possible angular momentum (K = +1 for quarks, J = 1 for gluons). 

Note that S12 = S1·S2. 
'V 'V 
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(-,+) = __ 1 [(-,+) + (+,-)) 
.!. /2' - (052) 

for the quarks and 

(JJ.,t.) = __ 1 [ (.M.,E..) + (€ ,JA) J 
.!. 12' - (053) 

for the gluons in an obvious notation. 
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APPENDIX E. CONVENTIONS.AND UNITS 

We use the flat Minkowski space metric g~v with the signature 

g~v = g~v = diag(1,-1,-1,-1) 

g~ = 6~ v v . 

Greek indices (~,v, ... ) can take the values 0,1,2 and 3, latin indices 
(k,t, ... ) 1,2 and 3 when they refer to space-time. They are raised or 
lowered with g~v 

X~ = g~vx X = g XV 
v ~ ~v 

xo xo xk 
k - [x ]k = = -x = 

'V 

The 4 x 4 Dirac y-matrices which satisfy the Clifford algebra 

may be represented as follows 

where the ak are the 2 x 2 Pauli matrices 

Under hermitean conjugation, we have 

k)+ k (a = a , 
,, + 0 ,, 0 

( y"") = y y""y = y • 
~ 

We employ the usual Condon and Shortly phase-convention for the 
Clebsch-Gordon coefficients. 

Throughout the text, we use "natural" units with 

fi = c = 1 . 

(E1) 

(E2) 

{E3) 

(E4) 

(ES) 

(E6) 

(E7) 
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The correct factors of~ and c, which have to be supplied in the various 
formulas, are easily found by considering the dimensions. As an example, 
eqs.{A12) and (A14) should be replaced by 

w = n and 

Some useful numerical relations are 

~c = 197,3285851 MeV fm 

1GeV = 5,06768963 he fm- 1 

(E8) 

(E9) 
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BOOKS 

Classical texts on quantum field theory are 

-J.D. Bjorken, S.D. Drell, ReZativistic quantum Mechanics, McGraw-Hill (1964) 
ReZativistic quantum FieZds, McGraw-Hill (1965) 

- A.L. Fetter, J.D. Walecka, Quantum Theory of Many-PaPticZe Systems, 

McGraw-Hill (1971) 

A more recent book is 

- C. Itzykson, J.-B. Zuber, Quantum FieZd Theory, McGraw-Hill (1980) 

In the last few years, there have appeared many books which address quantum 
Chromodynamics directly. Some of these are 

- F.E. Close, An IntPoduction to QuaPks and PaPtons, Academic Press (1979) 

- K. Huang, Quapks, Leptons and Gauge FieZds, World Scientific (1982) 

- F.J. Yndurain, Quantum ChPomodynamics; an IntPoduction to the Theory of 

Quapks and GZuqns, Springer (1983) 

- T.-P. Chang, L.-F. Li, Gauge Theory of EZementary PaPticZe Physics, Oxford 
University Press (1984) 

An account on group theory may be found in 

- M. Hamermesh, GPoup Theory and its AppZication to PhysicaZ ~obZems, 

Addison-Wesley (1962) 

- R. Gilmore, Lie GPoups, Lie AZgebPas and Some of theiP AppZications, 

John Wiley & Sons (1974) 

The Lie group SU(2) (angular momentum) is extensively discussed in 

- A.R. Edmonds, AnguZaP Momentum in Quantum Mechanics, Princeton University 
Press (1957) 

The geometrical approach to gauge field theory is covered in 

- C. Nash, S. Sen, TopoZogy and Geometry foP Physicists, Academic Press (1983) 
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There are many texts which show the connection between geometry and the 
BRS-transformation. One of these is 

- B. Zum1no, Anomalies, CoayaZes and Schwinger Te~s, in Symposium on 

Anomaties, Geometry, Topology, edited by W.A. Bardeen, A.R. White, 
World Scientific (1985) 
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